0 to 75%, and varying the degree of partial melting to form hotspot magmas between 1% and 5%, the net volume today of the stored ocean crust reservoir is 7 to 140 x 109 km 3, between 1
and 20 times the volume of the continental crust. Even this may be an underestimate because of the likelihood of losses from the reservoir of stored ocean crust by other means in addition to ocean island magmatism.
The early oceanic crust was almost certainly generated in greater volumes than at present, but its composition is in some question. (Figure 3) . Compositions of the residuaand distribution coefficients are listed in Table 1 . Intermediatedegreesof partial melting, such as 35%for komatiiti¢ crust, can be approximated by mixing togetherthe effectsof our calculatedexamples.
These models clearly demonstratethat any of these oceaniccrust compositions, with generationratesgiven by Figure2a, are sufficient to explainthe early formation of a depleted mantlereservoiras shownby the Nd isotopes. After 3.5 Ga, all three mafic/uitramafic crust curves pass well above the observed end. This implies, in our model, that the volume of stored ocean crust was beginning to level off as more and more of it became involved in recycling and mixing back into the main mantle reservoirs. (lower solid line, corresponds to solid line, Figure  2b ) extraction starts at 3.9 Ga.
Depletion caused by 100% storage of tholeiitic oceanic crust formed by 5% or 20% partial melting or by komatiitic crust formed by 50% partial melting shown by upper, labelled curves, all for growth curve as given in Fig. 2a . 
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